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This paper describes three directions along which user reaction could be studied.
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INTRODUCTION
Every time, either the user takes something such as an
experience which is measured under the heading of user
engagement or gives something such as user reaction. The user
engagement is measured in this paper (1). In this paper, user
reaction is described. User could react to himself, to someone
he knows or to an unknown person. Thus, there are three
directions along which user reaction could be studied. These
are Centered: When a reaction is pleasure oriented, that reaction
is centered around the user’s preferences. (reaction to himself).
Covered: When a reaction is oriented emotionally, that
reaction is to cover up the user’s shortcomings. (reaction to
known person or thing).

Cornered: When a reaction is intelligence oriented, the
reaction is to get the user out of a situation. (reaction to
unknown person or thing).
User reaction and User engagement come under the heading of
User interests. It is the interests of the users that define the
living of users.
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